D E S I G N

D E V E L O P M E N T

S U P P O R T

DEVELOPMENT IS AN ART

OUR CLIENTS

769

17 650

COMPLETED PROJECTS

WORKING HOURS/MONTH

104

325

TEAM MEMBERS

HAPPY CLIENTS

Apnet and Custom PC Software (CPCS) have been developing computer and
mobile programs since 2000. We have grown from a small team of friends who
adore programming to a middle-sized company of 100+ employees and 3 branches.
Coding is our passion and we are capable of skillfully handling complex web projects
after 18 years of writing software. 600 successfully completed projects prove that.

You tell us what your business needs are – we will take care of the rest.

Throughout our history, we have worked with companies from:

USA, UK, China, Germany, Japan, France, Norway,
Czech Republic, Israel, Russian Federation, Ukraine.

OUR CUSTOMERS

WHAT WE OFFER

Describe your business needs and our
Business Analysts will help you to find
an optimal and best solution available.

Business
Analysis

Having a prototype helps to quickly find

Our QA engineers are equally good at manual

inefficiencies in the initial plan.

testing and test automation.

It saves money and time.

Quality
Assurance

Broad range of technologies

Prototyping

PRODUCT

Software

for Web-applications, Mobile Apps,

development

embedded systems. 24/7 support.

and support

Sketches, low-fidelity and high-fidelity

Design

wireframes to visualize how a final product
will feel and look like

EXPERIENCE

OUR SOLUTIONS
ACCOUNTI
NG
SOFTWARE

BOTS

INTERNET
AUCTION
WEB-SITES

BUSINESS
PORTALS

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
(B2B, B2C)

LANDING
PAGES

LOAN
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SYSTEMS

COMPUTER
GAMES

CONTENT
MANAGEME
NT
SYSTEMS

CORPORAT
E WEB
SITES

MOBILE
APPLICATI
ONS (IOS,
ANDROID)

NEWS
PORTALS

ONLINE
STORES

DATABASE
SOFTWARE

EDUCATIO
NAL
SOFTWARE

FIRMWARE
FOR
MICROCON
TROLLERS

REPORTING
SOFTWARE

RESOURCE
MANAGEME
NT

SOCIAL
NETWORKS

IMAGE
RECOGNITI
ON

FOR INDUSTRIES
ART

ECOMMERCE

EDUCATION

ENTERTAIN
MENT

FASHION

FINANCIAL
SERVICES

INFORMATI
ON
TECHNOLO
GY

LOGISTICS

MARKETING

MASS MEDIA

PUBLISHING

RETAIL
SALES

TOURISM

HEALTHCAR
E

TECHNOLOGIES

DRUPAL

Symfony

Laravel

NODE.JS

C++

JAVA

PHP

Perl

Ruby on Rails

Angular

REACT

HTML5

JS

Android

iOs

QT

THEHILL.COM

STATUS: FINISHED
Development and technical support of the portal. In 2016, we
redesigned the website. Now it looks great both on smartphones
and tablets. A section with paid subscription was created.

TECHNOLOGIES

The Hill is an American political journalism newspaper and website
published in Washington, D.C. since 1994. It is published by Capitol
Hill Publishing, which is owned by News Communications, Inc.
Focusing on politics, policy, business and international relations, The
Hill coverage includes the U.S. Congress, the presidency, and election
campaigns.

Served up to 30 millions visitors per day without commercial CDN

INTEL CAMPAIGN BUILDER

STATUS: FINISHED
Intel campaign builder is a software that helps Intel partners to
build business campaigns, including advertisement preparation,
creating email campaigns, and reporting.

TECHNOLOGIES

Intel Corporation is an American multinational corporation and
technology company, the world's largest and highest valued
semiconductor chip makers based on revenue, and is the inventor
of the x86 series of microprocessors: the processors found in most
personal computers. Intel supplies processors for computer
system manufacturers such as Apple, Lenovo, HP, and Dell.
Intel also manufactures motherboard chipsets, network interface
controllers and integrated circuits, flash memory, graphics chips,
embedded processors and other devices related to
communications and computing.

BILLBOARD.COM

STATUS:: FINISHED
Architecture design, database structure and software
development, portal maintenance and ongoing support.
A distinctive feature of the project was large datasets processing
(100+ billions of records).
TECHNOLOGIES

Billboard is an American entertainment media brand owned by the
Hollywood Reporter-Billboard Media Group, a division of Eldridge
Industries. It publishes pieces involving news, video, opinion,
reviews, events and style. It is also known for its music charts,
including the Billboard Hot 100 and Billboard 200, tracking the
most popular singles and albums in different genres.

D-MOTION

STATUS: IN PROGRESS
A software package designed to control the operation of a cinema
hall, combining moving platforms and physical effects (smells,
wind, water, light, etc.).

TECHNOLOGIES

This system is developed for a manufacturer of cinema equipment.
The software project consists of three parts:
•

ride editor;

•

firmware for platform controllers;

•

platforms management server.

MasterFlow

STATUS:: FINISHED
Hardware and software solution for precision agriculture (high accuracy fertilizer
application).
The system was designed and manufactured for agriculture companies working in
precision agriculture. An operator can set the required application rate of fertilizer
(liters or kg per hectare), adjust settings (number of nozzles, their diameter, type of
liquid). The system automatically controls the electrical motors and pumps to make
sure the same amount of fertilizer is applied per hectare independently of the
machine / system speed.

TECHNOLOGIES

SYMANTEC ROI CALCULATOR

STATUS:: FINISHED
TECHNOLOGIES

Symantec Corporation is an American software company who
produces software for security, storage, backup and availability and offers professional services to support its software. ROI
calculator with gap tool is a B2B software for return on investment
calculation for business partners.

INTUIT FIRM OF THE FUTURE

STATUS : FINISHED
Firm of the Future website was created to encourage accounting
businesses to move to Intuit cloud, to become Intuit trusted
advisors and to market their practices.

TECHNOLOGIES

Intuit Inc. is a business and financial software company that
develops and sells financial, accounting and tax preparation
software and related services for small businesses, accountants
and individuals.

AGEO.CZ

STATUS:: FINISHED
Internet-shop of household chemicals and personal care products.
Modules we have developed: warehouse module and integration
with DHL, PayPal, PayU

TECHNOLOGIES

DEVOTIONDRESSES.COM

STATUS: FINISHED

The only online marketplace for authentic European tailor made
wedding dresses.

TECHNOLOGIES

The website was created from scratch. The system includes
factory administration system, warehouse module, quality
assurance tools, sticker printing, and integration with DHL
and PayPal.

CONTACT US
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inbox@apnethq.com

andrew@apnethq.com

